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Abstract
This paper reviews evaluations and studies on the carcinogenicity in humans of metallic chromium and trivalent chromium as well as leather tanning and chromium plating and processing. The evaluations of the potential carcinogenicity of metallic chromium and trivalent chromium by international and national organizations and individual scientists are unanimous in that the evidence of carcinogenicity is inadequate in humans. For some occupational sources of chromium exposure (e.g. ferrochrome industry and manufacture of chrome pigments) and for some occupations (e.g. leather tanners, painters and chrome platers) there are increased risks, but in most epidemiologic studies the available data do not permit discrimination between simultaneous exposure to trivalent and hexavalent chromium. Although the chromium compound that increases the risk of lung cancer and sinonasal cancer has yet to be identified, there is general agreement that hexavalent species are responsible for these diseases, and that the trivalent and metallic species are not. For cancers other than those of the lungs and sinonasal cavity, no consistent pattern of cancer risk has been demonstrated in workers exposed to chromium compounds.

INTRODUCTION
The naturally occurring mineral chromite contains chromic oxide (a trivalent chromium compound). Chromium metal (chromium(0)) is present in ferrochromium used in stainless steel manufacture and other alloy production. In ferrochromium operations, trivalent (insoluble) chromium (chromium(III)) predominates, but hexavalent (soluble) chromium (chromium(VI)) may also occur at low levels. In chromate production, exposure to chromium(III) and chromium(VI) can occur in mixing and roasting operations, while exposure to chromium(VI) is found in the treatment of end products, e.g., in filtering and shipping areas. Chromium compounds are also used for chrome plating, the manufacture of dyes and pigments, and in wood preservation. Leather tanning operations involve only chromium(III) exposure with the exception of the two-bath process in which chromium(VI) is used. The two-bath method is still used for some varieties of leather tanning but has generally been replaced by the one-bath tanning.

Several international and national agencies have evaluated the carcinogenicity of chromium compounds on the basis of the combined results of epidemiologic studies, carcinogenicity studies in experimental animals, and various types of other relevant data. In the next four sections, I review summaries of the evaluations on carcinogenicity in humans with particular reference to metallic chromium, chromium(0), and trivalent chromium (chromium acetate, chromium chloride, chromium oxide, chromite ore, chromium sulphate), chromium(III), as well as leather tanning, chromium plating and processing. This is followed by an evaluation of the available evidence of chromium-induced carcinogenicity from recent epidemiologic studies. Possible carcinogenic mechanisms are briefly cited. The final section provides an overall assessment.

SUMMARY OF DATA REPORTED AND THE EVALUATION BY THE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY FOR RESEARCH ON CANCER (IARC)
The information presented in this section is excerpted from the IARC monographs that concern chromium, paint manufacture and painting, and the supplement on leather tanning and processing. The IARC Monographs series publishes authoritative assessments of carcinogenic risks by Working Groups of international experts.

CARCINOCGENICITY DATA ON METALLIC
CHROMIUM AND TRIVALENT CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS

Epidemiological studies carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK, and the USA of workers in the chromate industry have consistently shown excess risks for lung cancer. The workers in this industry may be exposed to a variety of forms of chromium, including chromium(III) and chromium(VI) compounds.

Studies carried out in the production of chromate pigments have also consistently shown excess risks for lung cancer. Workers in this industry are exposed to chromates, not only in the pigments themselves but also from soluble chromium(VI) compounds in the raw materials used in their production. Excess risk for lung cancer has been clearly established in facilities where zinc chromate was produced, although other chromium pigments were also generally made in these plants. A small study on workers producing lead chromate pigments showed no overall excess risk for lung cancer. No data were available on risk associated with exposure to strontium chromate or to other specific chromate pigments.

In three reports, from Norway, Sweden, and the former USSR, in which ferrochromium workers were studied, the overall results with regard to lung cancer were inconclusive. The major exposure in this industry is to chromium(III) compounds and to metallic chromium, although exposure to chromium(VI) may also occur.

Cases of sinonasal cancer were reported in epidemiological studies of primary chromate production workers with exposure to chromium(VI) and chromium(III) in Japan, the UK, and the US of chromate pigment (exposure to chromium(III) and chromium(VI)) production workers in Norway, and of chromate platers (exposure to chromium(VI)) in the UK and the US, indicating a pattern of excess risk for these rare tumors.

For cancers other than of the lung and sinonasal cavity, no consistent pattern of cancer risk has been shown among workers exposed to chromium compounds. No epidemiological study has addressed the risk of cancer from exposure to metallic chromium alone.

The summary evaluation by the IARC was that there is inadequate evidence in humans for the carcinogenicity of metallic chromium and of chromium(III) compounds.

CARCINOGENICITY DATA ON LEATHER TANNING AND PROCESSING

Early studies of cancer risk possibly associated with leather industries provide little information specifically related to workers in tanneries. There was no evidence to suggest an association between leather tanning (mostly involving exposure to chromium(III)) and nasal cancer.

Following the observation of an increased risk of nasal cancer among boot and shoe manufacturers, possibly associated with exposure to dust from leather tanned by a particular process, a study was designed to examine the possible cancer risk carried by different methods of leather tanning. The mortality experience of two groups of men working in tanneries in 1939 was compared to that of the population of England and Wales, and for no cause of death was a statistically significant increase above expectation found.

In a Swedish study, a slight increase in mortality from stomach cancer and a three-fold, significantly increased risk for cancer of the pancreas were found to be associated with the occupational titles 'tanners' and 'tannery workers'. Tannery work involved exposure to chromium (chromium(III) and chromium(VI)) and, probably, to chlorophenols; smoking was an unlikely explanation for the findings, but the contribution of various dietary habits could not be ruled out. Suggestions of increased risks for intestinal cancer and lung cancer and for cancer of the tonsils were imputed by a mortality study of workers employed in a tannery plant using chromium salts and synthetic tannins.

An association between lung cancer and tannin was also suggested by a study of incident cases in the UK. A statistically significant association was also found in a study of cancer deaths among shoe and leather workers in the USA; chromium and arsenic were mentioned as possibly contributing to the excess of lung cancer. Significantly increased lung cancer mortality was also found among a group of fur tanners in the USA, who had probably been exposed to chrome (hexavalent) tanning agents. Note that hexavalent chromium compounds have no tanning properties and that chromium tanning salts contain trivalent compounds. Historically, most (or all) tanneries imported hexavalent chromium salts, typically sodium dichromate, for conversion to trivalent chromium tanning salts.

In a study of bladder cancer and occupation, a 1.5-fold excess risk (statistically nonsignificant) was found for leather tanners. No significant excess of bladder cancer
was found in another study of tanners in the UK. In two of three areas in which a collaborative study of environmental risk factors for bladder cancer was conducted, a significant association with employment in 'leather' was found; the term 'leather' comprised the leather or tanning industry, the manufacture of leather goods, or shoemaking. In a cohort of 1630 leather tanners in Sweden, a 2-fold excess of kidney cancer was observed. This association was not supported by another study.

CARCINOGENICITY DATA ON PAINT MANUFACTURE AND PAINTING

Dye makers' work involves exposure to chromium(III), and painters' work may involve exposure to chromium(III) or chromium(VI), or both species. Although there is sufficient evidence for the carcinogenicity of occupational exposure as a painter, specific exposure to chromium(III) has not been examined. Painters' work involves also exposure to multiple other potential carcinogenic agents.

OVERALL EVALUATION BY IARC

- Metallic chromium and chromium(III) compounds are not classifiable as to their carcinogenicity to humans (Group 3).
- Leather tanning and processing entail exposures that are not classifiable as to their carcinogenicity to humans (Group 3).
- Occupational exposure as a painter is carcinogenic (Group 1).
- Occupational exposure in paint manufacture is not classifiable as to its carcinogenicity (Group 3).

SUMMARY OF DATA REPORTED AND EVALUATION BY THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (US EPA)

The information presented in this section is excerpted from the US EPA Integrated Information System Summary.

WEIGH OF EVIDENCE CHARACTERIZATION

The US EPA scientists' weight-of-evidence judgment of the likelihood that the chemical substance of interest is a human carcinogen is made only after a comprehensive review of chronic toxicity data by the US EPA scientists. The summaries represent a consensus reached in the review process.
human carcinogens.

CLASSIFICATION BY THE AMERICAN CONFERENCE OF GOVERNMENTAL HYGIENISTS (ACGIH)

The ACGIH classification of the carcinogenicity of pertinence to human exposure to chromium is as follows: 37

- Metal and chromium(III) A4: Not classifiable as a human carcinogen
- Water-soluble chromium (VI) A1: Confirmed human carcinogen
- Insoluble chromium (VI) compounds A1: Confirmed human carcinogen

EVIDENCE FROM EPIDEMIOLOGIC STUDIES

REVIEWS OF EPIDEMIOLOGIC EVIDENCE

Lees 38 reviewed epidemiologic evidence of chromium carcinogenicity. The association between employment in industries producing chromium (chromium(VI)) compounds from chromite (chromium(III)) ore and lung cancer has been well established in numerous studies. Although epidemiologic studies point to an increased risk with long-term employment, there is lack of quantitative data on the exposure-response relation. The association between exposure to certain chromium (chromium(VI)) pigments and chromium acids and lung cancer, although not as strong, is fairly well accepted. Lead and chromate pigments are the most widely used hexavalent pigments, although many others, including strontium chromate, barium chromate, and hydrated chromium oxide (the main trivalent pigment) are used. 38 Note that chromium acid (H₂CrO₄) contains hexavalent chromium, as do all chromium pigments, whereas chromium oxide (Cr₂O₃) contains only trivalent chromium.

The data concerning emissions from stainless-steel manufacturing (exposure to chromium(0), chromium(III) and chromium(VI)) and disease are contradictory. Although individual studies have indicated excesses of gastrointestinal and occasionally other cancers in these industries, the results are inconsistent and not universally accepted.

Langård 39 reviewed old and recent case reports and epidemiological studies among chromate workers to elucidate the importance of valency states and water solubility of chromium compounds for carcinogenic potency. He concluded that all chromium(VI) compounds should be considered carcinogenic among exposed populations, and that no evidence has been presented indicating that human exposure to chromium(III) is associated with increased cancer risk. Strong evidence has been presented that zinc chromate is a potent carcinogen, suggesting that calcium chromate may be a potent carcinogen. Evidence also indicates that water-soluble chromates in general may be more potent carcinogens than those with low solubility.

Hayes 40 reviewed epidemiologic studies of the carcinogenicity of chromium. The following is an excerpt from the review. Elevated risks for lung cancer have been reported in the US, 41 Japan, 42 UK, 43 and German 4 chromium industries. Workers in the 'wet end' of the chromium chemical production process, where hexavalent compounds predominate, tended to have the highest risks. 45 In one study, 41 the risk increased with exposure to soluble (hexavalent) and insoluble (trivalent) chromium, but these exposures were highly correlated, and the risks of exposure to soluble and insoluble chromium could not be distinguished. An excess of respiratory cancer has been found among chromate pigment workers in Norway, 18 the US, 44 45 Great Britain, 46 France, 47 Germany and the Netherlands, 48 and Japan. 49 Zinc chromate exposure was common to most of the workers studied and is a likely respiratory carcinogen in this industry. No excess respiratory cancers were noted among small subgroups exposed only to lead chromate. 50

In another review addressing specifically the occupational epidemiology of chromium chemicals and respiratory cancer, Hayes 51 reports that strong and consistent associations have been found between employment in the primary chemical industry and the risk for respiratory cancer. Workers employed in chromate pigment production, and possibly spray painters of chromate pigment paints, appear to be at excess risk of respiratory cancer. Chrome platers may also be at excess risk, although the evidence is limited. Ferrochromium alloy workers have also shown an excess risk for respiratory cancer, although the risk may in part be due to concomitant exposures. Hayes concludes that the evidence indicates that the hexavalent form of chromium is the primary agent of chromium-induced carcinogenesis. Solubility and other characteristics of chromium compounds may also play a role in determining risk.

STUDIES OF OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS EXPOSED TO CHROMIUM

Studies of workers in leather tanneries, where exposure is
also primarily to chromium(III), have shown no lung cancer excess. Pippard et al. studied the mortality of two groups of British tanners. One group consisted of 573 men who had been employed in preparing leather tanned by vegetable extracts for shoe soles and heels. The other group were 260 male tannery workers who had used chrome tanning to treating leather for the upper parts of shoes. The follow-up extended from 1939 to 1982. No significant excess of deaths was reported for any of the common sites of cancer in either group of workers. Unfortunately, the number of men in the study was small, and therefore the power of the study to detect a statistically significantly raised mortality was low unless the risk involved was high.

Stern et al. also studied retrospectively the mortality of a cohort of 9365 chrome leather tannery workers as of 1940 in two tanneries in the United States. Potential hazardous workplace exposure included chromate pigments, nitrosamines, benzidine-based dyestuffs, formaldehyde, leather dust, and aromatic organic solvents. Although the smoking habits of the cohort were unknown, the two tanneries strictly enforced anti-smoking rules. Stern et al. thus argued that the employees probably did not smoke more than the population used for comparison. Mortality from all causes combined was lower than expected in each tannery. Deaths from cancer of each site were also lower than expected when compared either to the US population rates or to local state rates. These results corroborated the Pippard et al. study that focused specifically on employees of the leather tanning and finishing industry. In discussing the findings of their study, Stern et al. noted several limitations. Exposure measurements had never been conducted at either tannery. The outcome measure used in the study was mortality, which may not be an adequate indicator of potential work-related health risks. This may be the case for diseases that are treatable, such as bladder cancer. The ascertainment of vital status was only 95% complete. In some cases, the personnel records may also have been incomplete. A strength of the study was its relatively large size, although naturally the power is dependent on the number of observed deaths for the different causes. Stern et al. summarized their findings as follows: "although this study revealed some elevated risks for certain causes of death among tannery workers, no significantly increased risks were noted for any cause of death thought a priori to be occupationally related. Several limitations of this study, however, are discussed which may have accounted for our negative findings. Considering the limitations of this study, it would be improper to conclude that employment in the leather, tanning, and finishing industry presents no occupational health risks."

In an update of the previous study, Stern (2003) followed up the combined cohort of tannery workers for an additional 11 years, with data on vital status and work histories and 1,153 new deaths. No primary cause of death was shown to be significantly elevated, with the exception of lung cancer at one tannery, when state death rates were used as the standard (SMR = 130, 95% Confidence Interval, CI 108-156). Stern concluded that although some studies have shown elevated risks for various site-specific causes of cancer, the sites in excess have not been consistent between studies. The differences may have been due to distinct processes used by the tanneries, resulting in varying levels and different types of exposures.

Seniori Costantini et al. studied the mortality of 2,926 male workers at the tanneries in the "leather" area of Tuscany in Italy. They were concerned with definite or suspected carcinogens used in the tanning cycle, in particular chromate pigments, benzidine based dyes, formaldehyde, and organic solvents. They found no excess of cancers of all sites, but slight, statistically non-significant, increases were shown in deaths from cancers of the lung (SMR = 131, CI 88-182), bladder (SMR = 150, CI 48-349), kidney (SMR = 323, CI 86-827), pancreas (SMR = 146, CI 39-379), and leukemia (SMR = 164, CI 53-383). Because of the exposure to multiple carcinogens and the relatively short period of exposure, the results from this follow-up were nevertheless inconclusive.

Seniori Costantini et al. reviewed epidemiologic studies on occupational cancer risk in the tanning, leather and shoe industries. The high risk of nasal cancer related to exposure to leather dust, which had already been demonstrated in the beginning of the 1970s, was confirmed in more recent studies conducted in the UK (SMR = 536, CI 257-985) and Italy (SMR = 622, 95% CI 376-976; Odds Ratio = 8.1, 95% CI 2.0-33.5). Seniori Costantini et al. (1990) noted that an excess of leukemia among shoe workers had been confirmed in two cohort studies carried out in Italy (Paci, Uitti et al., 1989, SMR 400, 95% CI 146-870) and the UK (Pippard and Acheson, 1985, SMR = 215, CI 86-443). In the shoe making industry, workers are exposed to leather dyes and glues which contain solvents, including benzene in the past. In addition to the evident increase in these two cancers, Seniori Costantini et al. pointed out an excess of cancer of other sites among leather and shoe workers, in particular.
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bladder cancer. Another interesting result was the excess of lung cancer among tannery workers. Seniori Constantine et al. concluded that this evidence was unanimous in the studies carried out in Italy, but was not supported by the majority of studies conducted in other countries. Finally, the authors considered it important to carry out a multicenter study in Italy, with particular attention paid to the definition of occupational exposures to carcinogens.

Mikoczy et al. studied the incidence of cancer among Swedish leather tannerery workers. In a cohort of 2,026 workers, they found a significantly increased incidence of soft tissue sarcomas (SMR = 427, CI 139-997), based on only five cases. Non-significant excesses were also found in multiple myelomas (SMR = 254, CI 93-553) and sinonasal cancer (SMR = 377, CI 46-136). However, the researchers concluded that the plausible cause of the increased risk of soft tissue sarcomas was chlorophenols that had been present in all the three plants investigated.

Hayes et al. carried out a study of mortality among 1,879 male workers employed in a New Jersey chromium pigment factory (exposure to lead and zinc chromates), with follow-up from 1940 to 1982. The total number of years of employment in the factory and the total number of years of exposure to chromate dusts were both statistically significantly associated with an increased risk for lung cancer. The excess risk for lung cancer associated with duration of exposure to chromate dusts was, however, only clearly apparent for subjects followed for 30 years or more after initial employment. For this group, the SMRs were 81, 139, 201, and 321 for the subjects with 0 years, less than 1 year, 1-9 years, and 10+ years of exposure. Moreover, Hayes et al. could not evaluate the effects of exposure to zinc and lead chromate separately.

Chromium(III) and chromium(VI) chemicals are used for chrome plating. However, it needs to be stressed that trivalent chromium plating is relatively new around 20 years old and even now it is not widely used throughout the world. Hence all exposures in the chromium plating industry were certain to have been to hexavalent chromium only. This fact should be taken into account when drawing conclusions on the epidemiologic studies. Moreover, although solutions of trivalent chromium salts can be used successfully for decorative plating requirements, their use generally is still very minor. Chromium platers exposed to soluble chromium (chromium(VI)) oxide (CrO$_3$) have shown evidence of an increased risk for lung cancer. A British study found an increased risk ratio with time since first exposure, and showed that the excess was not due to confounding exposure to nickel. In an update of the British study, a cohort of 1090 chrome platers exposed to chromium (chromium(VI)) acid were followed-up for the period 1972-97. Significantly increased mortality from lung cancer was observed. Confident interpretation is not possible but occupational exposure to hexavalent chromium may well have been involved. However, a clear distinction between the relative carcinogenicity of chromium compounds of different oxidation states or solubilities is difficult to achieve.

Chromium metal production workers are exposed to metallic and chromium(III) compounds (e.g. chromium oxide Cr$_2$O$_3$ and chromite ore (CrFeO$_3$) are very insoluble), but possibly also to some chromium(VI) compounds, benzo(a)pyrene, and asbestos. The following three studies referred below are associated with the production of ferrochromium or stainless steel, or both. In a Swedish study, no excess of respiratory cancer was found, while a study in Norway showed an excess only compared with lung cancer rates in the local population, but the results were inconclusive due to coexposure with chromium(VI). In a French study, no evidence was found of the carcinogenicity of chromium. A US study relates to the manufacture of chromium chemicals, and there were significant exposures to both trivalent and hexavalent chromium. According to the conclusion of the study, hexavalent chromium was related with an excess risk of lung cancer, whereas trivalent chromium was not. The results of these four studies do not support the earlier suggestion by Mancuso that chromium(III) compounds are potentially as carcinogenic as chromates. This apparent discrepancy calls for a more detailed examination of these studies, which is given below.

The US study followed up successive cohorts by year of hire (1931-1937) at the same chrome manufacturing plant through 1993. There were no smoking data available. An exposure index was formed as a weighted average of exposure to the types of chromium (based on measured atmospheric concentrations) in the departments where the worker had been engaged during his work history. However, the industrial hygiene measurements were not concurrent with work history, because measurements made in 1949 were used to estimate exposure of workers who began employment in 1931-1937. Exposure group and age for total chromium exposure but not for hexavalent or trivalent exposure presented a lung cancer risk. Lung cancer death rates increased by gradient level of exposure to trivalent and
hexavalent chromium. To investigate whether the relationship was due to one form of chromium compound, either chromium(III) or chromium(VI), the age-adjusted death rates of the two compounds were cross-classified by the level of the total chromium. Mancuso therefore concluded that all forms of chromium are carcinogenic. Previously, the IARC working group had noted that the three classes of exposure were highly correlated, and that the risks of exposure to trivalent and hexavalent chromium could not be distinguished from each other. Although Mancuso stated that his tables clearly establish that the finding of lung cancer cannot be attributed solely to one form of chromium, the soluble (hexavalent) chromium. The carcinogenic risk for lung cancer includes the insoluble (trivalent) form of chromium.

The Swedish study was carefully designed and analyzed but it is not without limitations as all epidemiologic (non-experimental) studies are. The study base was defined as all males employed for at least 1 year between 1930 and 1975 at a Swedish plant producing ferrochromium alloys from chromite ore. The information on the levels of chromium exposure in different parts of the ferrochromium industry was based on approximations, and no measured data existed for the etiologically relevant periods when a possible occupational cancer could have been induced. Workers were classified by length of service and place of work in the plant. Cancer deaths were obtained from the national Central Bureau of Statistics. Cancer incidences were collected from the Cancer Registry. Expected deaths and cancer cases were derived from national data on incidence and deaths. Although a significant excess of cancer cases and deaths were derived from national data on incidence and deaths. Although a significant excess risk was identified for cancer incidence in the ferrochromium subgroup when using all non-ferrochromium workers as a reference group (Standardized Incidence Rate Ratio 3.0, 99% CI 1.1-6.4), measurements conducted in the plant in 1975 indicated the presence of both chromium(III) and chromium(VI) in the working atmosphere. Hence, the question of whether exposure to chromium(III) is carcinogenic in humans could not be answered.

Svensson et al. examined a cohort of 1,164 male workers in an industry that produced articles from stainless steel. Measurements of the total dust in the workroom air showed the presence of chromium during grinding and polishing. They found statistically increased morbidity from colorectal cancer (SMR = 283, CI 147-519, in the period 1958-1983), with at least 5 years exposure and allowing for a 20-year latency period. Swenson et al. were not able to conclude whether the cause was the grinding material, grinding agents, stainless steel, or some other factor. The results did not indicate that dust from stainless steel induces lung cancer.

In a French study among workers engaged in the production of stainless steel and metallic alloys, lung cancer mortality was in excess, but the lung was stronger for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons than for chromium exposure. Another French study aimed at assessing potential risk of lung cancer related to occupational exposure that might have occurred when producing stainless steel. The process involved exposure to multiple carcinogens, i.e. chromium, nickel, silica, asbestos, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. No significant excess of lung cancer was found in the manufacture of ferroalloys and in the melting and casting of stainless steel, whereas a significant excess (SMR = 334, CI 119-705) was observed among workers with more than 30 years of employment in the foundry area. However, Moulin et al. could not point out a specific causal factor because of the many simultaneously occurring exposures in the industry.

In an update of the previous French studies, the risk of lung cancer due to exposure to metals, for example,
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chromium and its compounds was investigated in a cohort follow-up of 4900 workers from 1968 to 1992. Occupational exposure to chromium was assessed through the complete job histories of the workers and a special job-exposure matrix. The manufacture of ferroalloys and stainless steel generates a complex mixture of particles, fumes, and chemicals, among which nickel, trivalent and hexavalent chromium are present. The quantitative exposure variates included in the analysis were increasing exposure levels, duration of exposure, frequency (un)weighted cumulative dose. All exposures were included in the analysis, assuming an induction period (i.e. time span for which the illness remains latent) of 10 years for lung cancer. All potential confounders, which in a univariate analysis seemed to have an effect, that is, smoking and known occupational exposures, were adjusted for using a conditional logistic regression analysis. The analysis was restricted to workers whose smoking habits were known. In a case-referent study nested in the cohort, no excess mortality from lung cancer was observed. Unexpectedly asbestos exposure showed no relation to lung cancer. This finding could be explained by the fact that in a steel factory, where asbestos is used only as an insulation material, the exposure level to asbestos may be lower than in other types of industrial manufacturing of products containing asbestos. The authors concluded that the study failed to demonstrate any relationship between lung cancer and exposure to chromium (predominantly chromium(III)) or its compounds.

Gibb et al. studied whether chromium(III) exposure, like chromium(VI), is associated with an excess lung cancer risk in chromate production workers. They followed a cohort of 2,357 workers first employed between 1950 and 1974 at a chromate production plant until December 31, 1992. Work histories of cohort members were compiled from the beginning of employment through 1985, the year the plant closed. Annual average exposure estimates, based on historical exposure measurements for each job title in the plant for the years 1950-1985, were made to construct a job-exposure matrix. These exposure estimates were used to calculate the cumulative chromium(VI) exposure of each member of the study population. Following closure of the plant, settled dust samples were collected and analyzed for hexavalent and trivalent chromium. The trivalent/hexavalent concentration ratios in each plant area were combined with historic air-sampling data to estimate cumulative chromium(III) exposure for each individual in the study cohort. Smoking status (yes/no) as of the beginning of employment and clinical signs of potential chromium irritation were identified from company records. Observed-to-expected mortality ratios were calculated for various causes of death for whites, nonwhites, and the total cohort. Expected numbers of deaths were calculated using age-calendar, as well as race-specific U.S. mortality rates and the State of Maryland rates. Cumulative exposure was counted for each person at a given age. An induction period of 5 years was assumed for the illnesses.

Proportional hazards models using age as the time variate, cumulative exposure as a time-varying covariate, and smoking as a confounding covariate were applied to assess the relationship between cumulative chromium exposure and lung cancer mortality risk. When one exposure variate at a time was included in the model, cumulative chromium(VI) exposure and cumulative chromium(III) exposure were found to have separately almost equivalent, statistically significant risk (or hazard) ratios for each 10-fold increase in cumulative exposure: 1.38 (CI 1.20 - 1.60) and 1.32 (CI 1.15 - 1.51), respectively. Despite the very strong correlation between the log of cumulative chromium(VI) exposure and the log chromium(III) exposure (correlation coefficient = 0.95), Gibb et al. made an attempt to analyze the adjusted effects of exposure to the two types of chromium compounds. The inclusion of both exposure variates as risk factors in the same model resulted in cumulative chromium(VI) exposure remaining statistically significant, although at a lower significance level, and the risk ratio attained a higher value, 1.66 (confidence interval was not given but it was presumably wide). On the other hand, the association between cumulative chromium(III) exposure and lung cancer risk did not retain its statistical significance, and apparently the risk ratio was less than unity, 0.84 (correcting for the given erroneous value of 0.17).

A likely explanation for these results is that chromium(III) acts as a proxy variate for chromium(VI). In this case, the estimated risk ratios will change drastically from the ones obtained from separate analyses, and the confidence intervals for the risk ratios will become very wide. Such changes are to be anticipated whenever the values of the regression variates are highly correlated, as was the case in the Gibb et al. study. The phenomenon is well known in statistics and is termed collinearity. In this situation, the predictor variates are so strongly correlated that it is difficult or impossible to come up with reliable estimates of the actual risks.

The multivariate regression analysis performed by Gibb et
al. does not exclude the theoretical possibility that trivalent chromium could be a causal risk factor. However, when two highly correlated variates are entered jointly into a model, the risk factor, which has the stronger association of the two with the disease risk, remains statistically significant, whereas the other risk factor apparently loses its significance, although it would have a causal relation with the disease risk. Therefore an unambiguous answer is simply not possible in the presence of collinearity. Whether trivalent chromium is not carcinogenic, or whether its carcinogenic effect is masked by the much stronger effect of hexavalent chromium, is still to be determined.

Compared with the study by Mancuso, the study by Gibb et al. had a 5.5 times larger study base, 1.8 times as many lung cancer cases, and had smoking information for 93% of the cohort versus 0% in the comparison study cohort. Many of the exposure estimates in the Gibb et al. study were from concurrent measurements with the work history (a portion were from models using contemporary data) and were ambient measures of hexavalent chromium directly not derived from other measures. The Mancuso study expressed the atmospheric concentrations of chromium in terms of elemental chromium (to avoid the inference of implicating any specific compounds in relation to cancer!), and used measurements that were not concurrent with work history. As already noted, the Gibb et al. (2000) study made an attempt to assess the separate risk estimates of chromium(III) and chromium(VI) for carcinogenicity, whereas in the Mancuso study no such effort was made. The Mancuso study presented an argument using autopsy results indicating that trivalent chromium is carcinogenic as pointed out by Gibb et al., although again, the results may be confounded by the presence of hexavalent chromium. The high correlation between the two chromium species also rendered the otherwise well-conducted study by Gibb et al. inconclusive.

A large Canadian case-referent study on risk factors for cancer in the workplace evaluated a large number of substances including chromium compounds, chromium dust, chromium fumes and chromium(VI) compounds. Unfortunately, in this methodologically excellent study trivalent chromium was not coded separately. Therefore, the results did not include risk estimates specifically for chromium(III).

NASAL CANCER AND EXPOSURE TO

**CHROMIUM**

In addition to the epidemiologic studies on nasal and sinonasal cancer reported in the context of the IARC evaluation, three studies can be mentioned. A joint Danish-Finnish-Swedish case-referent study on nasal and sinonasal cancers collected from the national cancer registries or from the hospitals showed a significant association with exposure to chromium. The category welding, flame cutting and soldering, which represented mixed exposure, was associated with nasal carcinomas. Stainless steel welding involves the greatest exposure to hexavalent chromium. Findings from two epidemiological studies (a case-referent study and a case series report) conducted in Italy indicated a significantly increase risk of sinonasal cancer associated with shoe-making, shoe-repairing and leather tanning occupations, where exposure is primarily to chromium(III). See also other studies regarding other potential exposures. Chromium salts and natural tannins have been indicated as possible etiological agents. A cohort study of former chromium workers in the U.S. found an increased risk of nasal cavity/sinus cancer in association with hexavalent chromium exposure among chromium compound production workers. Epidemiological studies of the UK chromium chemical manufacturing industry also show an elevated risk of sinonasal cancer.

**POSSIBLE CARCINOGENIC MECHANISMS**

Hypotheses about the carcinogenicity of specific chromium compounds generally relate to their solubility in body fluids, their behavior within the body and the ability of relevant chromium species to enter target cells and initiate the cancer process. These hypotheses have, almost unexceptionally, been produced as a result of toxicologic, not epidemiologic, investigations. But, results of epidemiologic studies are most convincing when supplementary information on biological processes that support the observed association is available. Thus we should pay more attention to the biological plausibility, and attempt to integrate the epidemiologic findings with those emanating from the laboratory. The mechanistic and epidemiologic approaches should be viewed as complementary, rather than competing.

The hexavalent form is generally a much more potent mutagen than the trivalent one. Several studies have been conducted on the possible carcinogenic mechanisms of Cr[III]. Various hexavalent chromium-bearing substances are capable of inducing administration-site tumors. Trivalent chromium compounds and materials and chromite ore have been negative in animal carcinogenicity assays,
whereas studies of chromium metal have been largely inadequate. Intracellular reduction of Cr(III) or Cr(VI) and the reaction of Cr(III) with DNA may be the critical events in chromium carcinogenesis. For example, Singh et al. have suggested that Cr(VI) is the active form which penetrates into the cell, but the final mutagenic and cytogenetic effects are due to its intranuclear reduction to Cr(III). In the following, reference is made to some of these mechanisms as summarized in the literature. Cohen et al. provide a comprehensive overview (with 340 references) of mechanisms of chromium carcinogenicity and toxicity. A more recent review is given by De Flora.

Friedman et al. studied the mechanism of chromosomal aberrations by Cr(III) compounds in human lymphocytes. They examined the possible clastogenic effects of trivalent chromium chloride (CrCl3). Cr(III) induced chromosomal aberrations in phytohemagglutinin-stimulated human lymphocytes. This activity, however, was suppressed by antioxidants. The authors suggested that Cr(III) might possess tumor-promoter-like properties.

Cr(VI) compounds are reduced intracellularly to DNA- and protein-reactive Cr(III) species. Snow and Xu examined the role of Cr(III) ions in chromium-induced genotoxicity by investigating the effects of Cr(III) binding on DNA replication and polymerase processivity in vitro. Chromium ions were found to bind slowly and in a dose-dependent manner to DNA. Micromolar concentrations of free chromium inhibited DNA replication, but if the unbound chromium was removed by gel filtration, the rate of DNA replication by polymerase I (Klenow fragment) on the chromium-bound template was greater than 6-fold relative to the control. This increase was paralleled by as much as a 4-fold increase in processivity and a 2-fold decrease in replication fidelity. These effects were optimal when very low concentrations of chromium ions were bound to the DNA. Increased concentrations of chromium led to the production of DNA-DNA cross-links and inhibition of polymerase activity. The results of Snow and Xu suggest that low levels of DNA-bound Cr(III) ions may contribute to chromium mutagenesis and carcinogenesis by altering the kinetics and fidelity of DNA replication.

Ding et al. have reviewed some of the recent findings concerning key molecular events elicited by minerals and metals. They pointed out that reactive oxygen species have been implicated in the pathogenesis of cancer. Inhalation of inorganic minerals such as asbestos and crystalline silica, and metals such as arsenic, beryllium, chromium, nickel, and vanadium, may promote directly and indirectly enhanced generation of reactive oxygen species at a persistent level in agreement with chronic inflammation. Generation of perpetual reactive oxygen species can cause specific molecular changes resulting in activation or proliferation, differentiation, and eventually carcinogenesis. Ding et al. noted that the mechanisms involved in the signal transduction leading to these processes include genotoxicity, DNA damage, lipid peroxidation, activation of transcription factors activator protein-1 or nuclear factor kappa B, and p53 or k-ras gene alterations. These studies point out that reactive oxygen species signaling is critical for the responses of cytokines, growth factors, and activation or inactivation of transcription factors that promote carcinogenesis.

Snow studied the complicated metabolism of chromium and its unknown mechanism of mutagenesis. The following is a direct citation from the abstract of their study. "Chromium(VI) is taken up by cells as the chromate anion and is reduced intracellularly via reactive intermediates to stable Cr(III) species. Chromium(III) forms tight complexes with biological ligands, such as DNA and proteins, which are slow to exchange. In vitro, CrCl3·6H2O primarily interacts with DNA to form outer shell charge complexes with the DNA phosphates. However, at micromolar concentrations, the Cr(III) binds to a low number of saturable tight binding sites on single-stranded M13 DNA. Additional chromium interacts in a nonspecific manner with the DNA and can form intermolecular DNA cross-links. Although high concentrations of Cr(III) inhibit DNA replication, micromolar concentrations of Cr(III) can substitute for Mg2+, weakly activate the Klenow fragment of E.coli DNA polymerase I (Pol I-KF), and act as an enhancer of nucleotide incorporation. Alterations in enzyme kinetics induced by Cr(III) increase DNA polymerase processivity and the rate of polymerase bypass of DNA lesions. This results in an increased rate of spontaneous mutagenesis during DNA replication both in vitro and in vivo." The results of Snow indicate that Cr(III) may contribute to chromate-induced mutagenesis and may be a factor in the initiation of chromium carcinogenesis.

Hexavalent chromium primarily enters cells and undergoes metabolic reduction. However, the ultimate trivalent oxidation state of chromium predominates within the cell. Singh and Snow studied how Cr(III), in the presence of physiological concentrations of magnesium, affects the kinetic parameters of steady state DNA synthesis in vitro.
Across site-specific O6-methylguanine residues by DNA polymerase beta (pol beta). They showed that Cr(III) decreases the fidelity of DNA synthesis. They concluded that "Both the enhanced activity and the mutagenic lesion bypass in the presence of Cr(III) may be associated with Cr(III)-dependent stimulation of pol beta binding to DNA as reported here. This study shows some of the mechanisms by which mutagenic chromium affects DNA synthesis."

OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF CARCINOGENICITY

The evaluations of the potential carcinogenicity of trivalent chromium and metallic chromium by international and national agencies and individual scientists are unanimous in that the evidence of carcinogenicity is inadequate in humans. For some occupational sources of chromium exposure (e.g. ferrochromium industry and manufacture of chrome pigments) and for some occupations (e.g. leather tannery workers and chromium platers) increased risks have been observed, but almost invariably in the epidemiologic studies the available data do not permit discrimination between the simultaneous exposure to trivalent chromium and hexavalent chromium. Although the chromium compound that increases the risk of lung cancer and sinonasal cancer has yet to be identified, there is fairly general agreement that hexavalent species are responsible for these diseases, and that the trivalent and metallic species are not. For cancers other than those of the lungs and sinonasal cavity, no consistent pattern of cancer risk has been demonstrated in workers exposed to chromium compounds.
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